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My 13 summers camping in the American wilderness sparked an intensive exploration of the world\'s wild places, and the sense of wellbeing I received from my reconnection to nature was profound. I began to paint the scenes of regenerative power and beauty that so restored me and to create visual meditations designed to strike the deepest chord of human/nature within us all.

Then, during my own illness some years ago, I experienced firsthand the need for healing art. Sitting terrified in examination rooms and reception areas waiting for results of a biopsy, I found nothing to focus on that could soothe my anxiety nor shepherd me to a place of solace. I was surrounded by meaningless pictures chosen to match the catalog furniture and product posters from pharmaceutical companies. Rekindled was my idea to share the healing harmony inherent in my painted meaning*full* subjects: reflections in water, the strength of an oak weathering a harsh season, the nonresistant repose of winter. To offer nature for nurture! To make art that heals.

Recently, I have been writing poetry to accompany my paintings: lyrics to the music. I find this adds another dimension to my guided imagery, holding one in a mindful moment, a meditation on nature.

###### POEM: *INNER TRUTH*

Fog blankets the cove,

Horizons hidden from view.

Reflecting inner truth,

Soulsongs travel unseen

And kindred spirits respond.
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Virginia Daley earned a bachelor\'s degree in fine arts from the College of New Rochelle, New York, in 1972 and works as a professional artist in Washington, DC. She spent 13 summers with a Lakota family, camping on their land in the hills of South Dakota. Her Native American teachers instilled in her an intimate relationship with and deep respect for the physical and metaphysical elements of nature. As she describes it, she began to paint the spirit of the land. She continues to explore untamed territories from the equator to the arctic, learning to intuit the mysteries of nature and capture these insights on canvas. With new technology, she is able to reach an ever-widening audience to offer imagery to heal mind, body, and planet. Her work is exhibited and published around the world. Learn more at <http://virginiadaley.com>.
